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Hillary Clinton  

• Invest in United States’ infrastructure, education, and innovation to ensure 
domestic strength. 

• Support Israel, but support efforts to bring a two-state solution. 
• Deter Russian aggression in Europe. 
• Embrace diplomacy and development in order to: 

o Prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons 
o Re-establish and strengthen diplomatic relations with Cuba, press for 

reforms 
• Develop a comprehensive plan to defeat ISIS by: 

o Eliminating ISIS’s stronghold in Iraq and Syria 
o Working with allies to dismantle global terror networks 
o Strengthening domestic defenses  
o Intensifying the coalition air campaign against ISIS fighters, leaders, and 

infrastructure 
o Pursuing a diplomatic strategy to resolve Syria’s civil war and Iraq’s 

sectarian conflict between Sunnis and Shias 
 
Donald Trump  

• Work with Congress to fully repeal the defense sequester and submit a new 
budget to rebuild the military. 

• Increase the size of the U.S. Army to 540,000 active duty soldiers. 
• Rebuild the U.S. Navy toward a goal of 350 ships. 
• Provide the U.S. Air Force with 1,200 fighter aircrafts. 
• Grow the U.S. Marine Corps to 36 battalions. 
• Invest in a missile defense system to meet growing threats by modernizing Navy's 

cruisers and procuring additional, modern destroyers to counter the ballistic 
missile threat from Iran and North Korea. 

• Emphasize cyber warfare and require a comprehensive review from the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and all relevant federal agencies to find and mitigate our cyber 
vulnerabilities. 

• Pay for rebuilding of national defense by conducting a full audit of the Pentagon, 
eliminating incorrect payments, reducing duplicative bureaucracy, collecting 
unpaid taxes, and ending unwanted and unauthorized federal programs. 

• Work with Arab allies and friends in the Middle East so they can lead the fight 
against the Islamic State. 

• Pursue aggressive joint and coalition military operations to crush and destroy 
ISIS, international cooperation to cut off their funding, expand intelligence 
sharing, and cyber warfare to disrupt and disable their propaganda and recruiting. 

• Defeat the ideology of radical Islamic terrorism just as we won the Cold War. 
• Establish new screening procedures and enforce our immigration laws to keep 

terrorists out of the United States. 



• Suspend, on a temporary basis, immigration from some of the most dangerous and 
volatile regions of the world that have a history of exporting terrorism. 

• Establish a Commission on Radical Islam to identify and explain to the American 
public the core convictions and beliefs of Radical Islam, to identify the warning 
signs of radicalization, and to expose the networks in our society that support 
radicalization. 

  


